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	The C language was development at Bell Labs in the early 1970’s by Dennis

	Ritchie and Brian Kernighan. One of the first platforms for implementation was

	the PDP-11 running under a UNIX environment.

	Since its introduction, it has evolved and been standardized throughout the

	computing industry as an established development language. The PC has

	become a cost effective development platform using C++ or other favored

	versions of the ANSI standard.





	C is a portable language intended to have minimal modification when

	transferring programs from one computer to another. This is fine when working

	with PC’s and mainframes, but Microcontrollers and Microprocessors are

	different breed. The main program flow will basically remain unchanged, while

	the various setup and port/peripheral control will be micro specific. An

	example of this is the port direction registers on a PICmicro®MCU are set

	1=Input 0=Output, whereas the H8 is 0=Input and 1=Output.





	The use of C in Microcontroller applications has been brought about by

	manufacturers providing larger program and RAM memory areas in addition

	to faster operating speeds.





	An example quoted to me – as a non believer – was: to create a stopclock

	function would take 2/3 days in C or 2 weeks in assembler.

	‘Ah’ I hear you say as you rush to buy a C compiler – why do we bother to

	write in assembler? It comes down to code efficiency – a program written in

	assembler is typically 80% the size of a C version. Fine on the larger program

	memory sized devices but not so efficient on smaller devices. You pay the

	money and take you PIC!!
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How to ResearchOpen University Press, 2006
"...an immensely useful resource." - Nursing Times Research "As a graduate research student, I have come across a number of books claiming to inform the reader 'how to research', and have become sceptical...This book challenges that scepticism and is to be warmly welcomed." - Research Policy and Planning." "...an...
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Bob Miller's Calc for the Clueless: Calc I (Bob Miller's Clueless Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Student tested and approved!

If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller! Do logarithms, sines, and cosines leave you in a cold sweat? Vectors and derivatives send stress signals to your brain? If so, then you are like the many thousands of studentsstudents of all ages,...
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Erythropoietin: Blood, Brain and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The use of Epo in medical practice is increasing constantly. It has revolutionized how we think of blood transfusion in medicine and surgery. Moreover, it has become widely known to scientists, physicians, biotech and pharmaceutical executives and the general public. Additionally, the past ten years have seen important advances in our...
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Future Energy: Improved, Sustainable and Clean Options for our PlanetElsevier Limited, 2008
Increasing global energy demand requires fact-based evaluations of alternative energy sources. This includes solving questions like how energy is produced, provided, and transported in sustainable ways. Solving future energy demands requires new technologies and knowledge. Decision makers, professionals, and people interested in energy issues in...
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Multimedia Database Retrieval:: A Human-Centered Approach (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
Multimedia Database Retrieval: A Human-Centered Approach presents the latest development in user-centered methods and the state-of-the-art in visual media retrieval.  It includes discussion on perceptually inspired non-linear paradigm in user-controlled interactive retrieval (UCIR) systems. It also features a coherent approach...
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Managing Virtual Infrastructure with Veeam® ONE(TM)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Discover ways to manage your virtual infrastructure with Veeam® ONE™ in a development environment


	About This Book

	
		Implement Veeam® ONE™ for 24/7, real-time monitoring and notifications
	
		Virtualize your datacenter/server estate and effectively manage your...
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